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Abstract

“My Mind and Me” is a three-movement musical work written by Van Powell that was based off of a poem written by his grandmother Joyce Beshears. The piece contains many aspects of classical music such as instrumentation and form yet has more of a modern feel regarding aspects such as harmony and vocal style. The piece is written for a female alto vocal, guitar, two violins, viola, cello, and double bass. The poem that the piece is interpreting gives incite into the disassociation of a woman’s mind and body. While analyzing herself the author comes to terms with her strengths and weaknesses, seeks what changes she needs to make, and develops a positive attitude of her past and future. The three-movement work is the musical interpretation of this text composed by Van Powell.
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The poem “My Mind and Me” gives incite into disassociation of a woman’s mind and body. While analyzing herself the author comes to terms with her strengths and weaknesses, seeks what changes she needs to make, and develops a positive attitude of her past and future. Needing insight, the author looks back to “the pit” where she “lurked”. The pit represents sinking into despair and lurked represents the despair with no hope of escape.

The Author “possesses” her past, distinct from owning it. “This mind has position” shows her mind is strong, but “all part of me, my mind is it strange” suggests weakness. The author acknowledges these differences but sees them as abilities “…my mind, is it strange? To me even - yes - the extent of its range”. The author’s desire is the “precipice” and the dance flaunts her emotional insecurities while drawing her into that dance. The “emotions forever directing the strain” is about her emotions controlling her life and the parody in “part of a parody of past life’s refrain” is the life once dreamed of while continuing to repeat the same mistakes. The mood changes and her outlook changes at “But wait, something different from life course here” as the tone of the poem changes. The text is shorter and more concise as she tries to identify what her needs are and are not. She has grown but now seeks to find where she stands in her emotional world and struggles to define her needs as old repetitive ways of dealing with her needs are failing her. The author refers to her mind a “constant host” and asks it for “new air to breathe, another quest”. Her mind is her entertainment and keeps her company, but she needs to seek a new way of being. Although Her life is a parody, she sees the change as a positive adventure. She is meshing her mind and body so she can embrace this change, ergo… “My Masterpiece”.

Musically the poem is set to three movements. The first movement is an instrumental introduction that begins in A minor and has a ternary form. The rolling pizzicatos being passed around at the beginning represents the atmosphere the woman in the poem was in when she first began this thought process. The opening melody in the first violin represents the woman’s state of mind or perspective of her situation. The first introduction is minor, but this melody reappears in glimpses throughout the three movements in A major instead of minor to depict the change of perspective the woman goes through from the beginning of this thought process to the end. These major reappearances occur six measures before rehearsal marker C in movement one, as well as rehearsal markers M and P in the third moment in 3/4 time.

The “B” section of the first movement outlines a “I-iii-vi-ii-V” progression in the bass then goes up a half step from V to create the next “I”. However, the “I-iii” of each progression has a sharp four while the “vi-ii-V” of each progression has a natural four. The effect of this ever-changing harmony creates a sense of chaos. However, this chaos is interrupted by an A major recurrence of the opening theme followed by a group lick that results in a grand pause. This grand pause takes us to the final “A” section and back to the key of A minor. The movement ends with a picardy third resulting in an A major chord that sets up the key signature of the next movement.

The next movement has a 5/4 time signature and is the slower more lyrical movement of the two that have vocals. The movement starts with the strings and is primarily alternating between F#-9 and A major. Just before the vocals come in for the first time the tempo picks up and the texture drops to just guitar and pizzicato from the first violin alternating between F# minor and G# minor. The first few vocal phrases have examples of word painting such as “down from the bottom” having the lowest vocal note of the piece, and “I pause” having a recognizable
pause after it. The sections between vocals are the same as the beginning of the movement but at the new tempo. This section is also what ends the movement on an A major chord.

The third movement is in 3/4 time and is reminiscent of a minuet and trio form, although it is a bit varied. The first “minuet” section is primarily all in F# minor and is a dance with a gypsy influence. The vocal parts of this section are very tonal and flow easily over the instrumentation. It is not until “But wait, something different” that the tone of the music and vocals change. I would consider this point the mark of the “trio” section of the movement. The harmony was created using what I call common tone contextual inversion.

With common tone contextual inversion, you are able to take any two notes of a dominant 7 chord and invert them around the other two notes of the chord. The result is a half-diminished chord regardless of what two notes you choose, although picking different notes will result in different half-diminished chords. The inverse of this statement is also true. If you take any two notes of a half-diminished chord and invert them around the other two notes of the chord, the result is always a dominant 7 chord. With this method there will be six possible lines of symmetry; one with the root and the 7th of the chord, one with the 3rd and 5th of the chord, one with the root and 5th of the chord, one with the 3rd and 7th of the chord, one with the root and the 3rd of the chord, and one with the 5th and the 7th of the chord. Many of these options end up sounding similar to the ideas of Armenian theory, as well as closely resembling the Tristan chord.

The way I applied this method to my trio section was by inverting each dominant 7 chord around the 3rd and 5th chord tone, creating a half diminished chord a half-step higher. Then inverting that half-diminished chord around the 1st and 7th chord tones to create a dominant 7 chord with the same bass note as the half-diminished chord. I start on C#7 because it is the V
chord of the previous F# minor section, making the first chords C#7-Dø-D7-Ebø-Eb7 and so on and so forth. I use this pattern to creep up to A until the opening melody from movement one reappears in its major form. The “B” section of the trio is in E minor and utilized a chromatic descending bass line. The lyrics of the poem are always spoken word in these sections.

When deciding what key to return to the minuet section, I considered the heavy usage of F# minor and A major. However, at the end of the poem, the woman has a different perspective on her past and future, and I thought the music needed to reflect that in a positive way. This led me to D major due to a D major chord containing both F# and A. The major return of the minuet section is musically very similar to its opening version in F# minor, but with major coloring and a new key to represent the new perspective of the woman from the poem.
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Down to the bottom this place where I lurked
I pause

and refresh
This place where I was
Create yes it did.
145

A.

Spoken: Is it hurt? Sometimes, yes Not often now I've grown from this New love?

159

Who knows? I may be blind

Sprechstimme: There's none around with perfect time

171

A.

...
Spoken: I've searched to find what fills this need in me

that nicks the air I breathe, but search sometimes leads to the state of fantasy old dreams
A.D. 250
par - o - dy this life we liv - e is now you see
A.D. 260
but soon to reach
our pinnacle
A.D. 269
my masterpiece